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Answer Key
Grammar

1) B 

2) C

3) B

4) B

5) C

Research

1) B

2) D

3) C

4) A

5) B

Speeches

14)  A

15)  A

16)  B

17)  A

18)  B

19)  C 

20)  C

21)  C

22)  A

23)  D

24)  A

25) B

Poetry

26)  D 

27)  A

28)  A

29)  C

30)  C



Grammar



1. Joey played with her 
books, after she ate a 
breakfast of pancakes and 
strawberries. 
➔There should NOT be a 

comma here
→ review complex sentences 
notes (subordinating conjunction 
in the middle = NO comma)

FIND THE ERROR
B



2. Since Annie skipped 
lunch, she was hungry for 
McDonald’s so she hopped 
in her red SUV.
➔There should be a comma 

before “so”
→ review compound sentences 
notes (joining 2 complete sentences 
= comma + F.A.N.B.O.Y.S. 
conjunction)

FIND THE ERROR

C



3. Because the soil is so dry 
some geologists call it a 
“polar desert.”

➔There should be a 
comma after “dry”
→ review complex sentences 
notes (subordinating 
conjunction in the beginning = 
COMMA in the middle)

FIND THE ERROR
B



4. Maya drove all over town 
in the afternoons but she 
walked to school each 
morning. 

➔There should be a 
comma before “but”
→ review compound sentences 
notes (joining 2 complete 
sentences = comma + 
F.A.N.B.O.Y.S. conjunction)

FIND THE ERROR
B



5. Marine life in the Antarctic 
waters is plentiful; however it is 
at risk of being in danger. 

➔There should be a comma 
after “however”
→ review commas after 
introductory transition 
words/phrases (semicolon 
joins two closely related 
sentences)

FIND THE ERROR
C



Research 



1. After reading source 1, it can be concluded 
that it contains all of the necessary 
components EXCEPT

A. a brief summary of the source. → describes 
movement and key figures

B. a discussion on how the source may be used in the 
research. → application is never stated

C. an evaluation of the validity of the source. →
“because  it ends in .gov … organization”

D. a comparison between the sources. → “helped go 
further”



2. Which of the above sources could 
possibly be assessed as being too biased?

A. Source 1 → .gov; impartial/both sides
B. Source 2 → encyclopedia; impartial; more objective
C. Source 3 →History.com; reliable
D. Source 4 → though .gov, it focuses on mistreatment 

Bias = one-sided, having an agenda/goal

Editorials are usually the most biased options. 



3. Which source should NOT be included 
in writing this research paper?

A. Source 1 because it is “extensive” and “balanced” → these are 
reasons to support that it IS a credible, usable source

B. Source 2 because it is from a database → database = credible
C. Source 3 because it is out dated  

➔ It’s from 1972 and is no longer in business. 
➔ TIP: If a source is much older than the others, this may be 

your answer.
D. Source 4 because it is a picture → it’s not a picture                            
(and even if it was a picture, that doesn’t automatically lose 
credibility/ usefulness; consider your history class DBQs)



4. Which sources could be evaluated as 
most reliable in the bibliography?

A. Sources 1 and 2 → recent & reliable 

B. Sources 1 and 3 → 3 is out of date

C. Sources 2 and 4 → 4 is biased

D. Sources 3 and 4 → see above



5. After evaluating the sources in the 
annotated bibliography, what can be 
concluded about the writer’s choices?

A. The writer included only biased sources. → nope (remember our 

answers to questions 2 & 4) 

B. The writer included a variety of credible sources.

C. The writer included too many print sources. → there’s nothing 

wrong with using print sources 

D. The writer included too many unreliable sources.  → it’s okay to 

include unreliable sources in an annotated bibliography, as long as 

they aren’t used in final essay/project (plus, 3 or 4 out of 4 would 

need to be deemed unreliable to = “too many”)



Speeches



14.Martin Luther King Jr. repeats the line “I 
have a dream”  What does this repetition
accomplish for the audience?

A. The repetition enhances the importance of his message. 

➔ We repeat things to emphasize them 

B.  The repetition portrays the speaker as one who is above his 

audience. → he doesn’t think he’s better than them 

C.  The repetition shows that the audience does not 

understand the importance of the speech. → false!

D.  The repetition reveals that the speaker and audience are 

unaware of each other’s presence. → false!



15. In paragraph 6 line 2 “This sweltering summer of the 
Negro’s legitimate discontent will not pass until there is
an invigorating autumn of freedom and equality”, what 
literary device is being used by Martin Luther King Jr?

A. Assonance → repetition of vowel sounds
B. Simile → no comparison of unlike things using like/as
C. Alliteration   →while “sweltering summer” is 

alliterative, it isn’t throughout the line (look for more)
D. Imagery →while it talks about seasons, it doesn’t 

describe them with enough sensory detail to allow the 
reader to picture it (“sweltering” isn’t the focus)



16. When Martin Luther King Jr. lists the 
situation in Alabama in paragraph 12, 
which rhetorical device is primarily used?

A. Logical Appeal → though he references a real place with real problems, 

his focus is on a future hope (not  fact)

B. Emotional Appeal

➔ Appealing to the audience’s care/concern for children and their 

hopes that the kids can be sisters and brothers/get along in a 

peaceful world

C.  Appeal to authority → this does nothing to make the audience trust King

D.  Figurative Language → nope



17. Which quote best expresses the intended 
message of “I Have a Dream”?
Focus primarily on what the speaker wants to 
achieve; what is their claim? Go back to the text!

A. “With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to 

jail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we will be free one day” → talks 

about his main claim (“dream”)

B. “Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to South Carolina, go back to Georgia, go 

back to Louisiana, go back to the slums and ghettos of our northern cities..” →while it addresses 

what he wants people to do, it doesn’t connect to his “dream”

C. “In a sense, we have come to our nation’s Capital to cash a check” → needs more details; not 

explicit enough – what is that “check”? Refers to problem, not solution

D. “But there is something that I must say to my people who stand on the warm threshold which 

leads into the palace of justice.”  → this is a lead in (the thing he must say is the main point)



18. The argument of paragraph 3 (beginning 
with “In a sense…”) in Martin Luther King Jr’s 
speech is which of the following?

A. The future will be unknown and uncertain. → unrelated

B. The promise of freedom and justice for African 

Americans is like the cash payment they are owed 

but have not yet received. → “promise that all men”

C. The American government owes African Americans 

monetary rewards. → metaphorical check, not literal 

D. This is an important day and the speech will affect the 

lives of millions. → unrelated

E.



19. In paragraph three (“I talked with 
families…”) and five (“I saw cattlemen…”), 
President Roosevelt gives examples of 
hardships he saw in order to:

A. address the opposition. → doesn’t mention other side

B. provide concrete data about causes of drought → no data

C. increase his credibility and appeal to the audience’s emotions. 

➔ He’s been there/knows what they’re going through and 

wants audience to be empathetic and feel common ground

D.  provide a transition to his next reason. → nope



20. In paragraph 9, President Roosevelt says “Every 
governor with whom I have talked is in full accord with 
this program of doing work for these farm families, just 
as every Governor agrees that the individual states will 
take care of their unemployables…”

A. to show the audience that he talks to governors → so?

B. to show the audience that he knows farm families → nope

C. to show the audience that he and the governors are doing their best 

to meet the needs of the audience

➔ They are actively working together 

D.  to show the audience that the governors are responsible for the work, 

not him. → no – he’s President (why would he give a speech?)



21. When President Roosevelt writes “Spending like 
this is not waste. It would spell future waste if we 
did not spend for such things now.”” (paragraph 10) 
a parallel structure is being used.  What is the tone 
of these lines?

A. Playful → no, he’s serious

B. Apathetic → this means he doesn’t care

C. Confident → he’s certain that spending money 

will help solve the problem

D. Mournful → he’s not grieving



22. Both Martin Luther King Jr.’s & Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt’s speech utilizes the word 
“we”. In both speeches, what is the purpose of 
behind their use of the first person plural?

A. They establish a commonality between the speaker and audience. → “we” 

because they’re all in this together

B. They establish a reasoning behind the tragic events. → it’s unifying, not an 

explanation  

C. They both allow an uneducated audience to understand the meaning 

behind the speeches given → no evidence to indicate they are uneducated, 

plus “we” doesn’t make anything easier to understand

D. It helps Luther King Jr. & Roosevelt to help memorize their speeches → no



23. A common theme of both speeches 
can be identified as

A. Being American is something to be proud of. →while they would likely agree, 

this is not their main message (also, both bring up examples of not-so-proud 

moments – racism & class divide)

B. Life is short. → unrelated

C. Only those who have experienced a tragedy can relate to the situation. → no 

(remember “we” = all in it together)

D. Through tragedy can come great strength.

➔Discrimination and drought were both struggles, but they are fighting 

to overcome it and are hopeful for a unified, improved future.



24. The purpose for both Martin Luther 
King Jr. & Franklin Delano Roosevelt is to 
sway their audience to believe 

A. tragedy leads to a greater purpose.

➔ While they’ve been dealt a bad hand, they’re going to do 

something about it

B.  tragedy leads to defeat. → no, they aren’t giving up/defeated

C.  tragedy leads to electing certain candidates to political office →

not campaigning for votes or advocating for certain politicians 

D.  tragedy leads to people isolating themselves from their 

government→ the political system is part of how they are fighting 

(remember “we”)



25. Both speeches share the same tone.  
What is the tone of both pieces?

A. Conceited → vain/stuck up/arrogant

B. Determined 

➔They believe in their missions and are 

actively working to get it done; they know 

it can happen

C.  Modest → downplay accomplishments

D.  Apathy → don’t care



Poetry



26. In line 9, the words “tired” and “afraid” 
suggest a mood that is

A. peaceful. → poem has shift from positive/happy 

experience to a negative/scary one

B. indifferent. → this means he doesn’t care

C. vengeful. → this means he’s out for 

revenge/payback 

D. gloomy.

➔ “tired” and “afraid” have negative connotation



27. In lines 9-11, the speaker claims that the 
child “...beholds / The sordid (gross/nasty/ 
dirty) assemblage / Just as it is.” His diction
suggests that the child 

A. is not comfortable in the crowd. 

➔Now that he’s getting tired, he’s making negative 

observations 

B.  believes that facing death is agonizing. → death is a 

comfort after the “sordid” crowd

C.  has become desensitized to violence.  

D.  does not care about the consequence of his actions.



28. When the speaker says, “Tired of 
experience, he turns / To the friendly and 
comforting breast / Of the old nurse, Death,” 
the speaker is implying that

A. death comes to the overwhelmed.

➔ He has been overstimulated which makes him overwhelmed 

(“tired of experience”); death is then described as “friendly” and 

“comforting” (positive)

B.  people want to embrace the unknown. → “friendly” is not “unknown”

C.  most people are tired. → not the point 

D.  life is filled with reassuring moments. → “Death” personified as “nurse” 

(NOT “life”)



29. What phrase best illustrates the theme
of the poem? 

A. “A child, / Curious and innocent,” (lines 1-2) → just 

description of the character

B. “Tired and afraid, he beholds / The sordid assemblage” (lines 

9-10) → too based on action

C. “he turns / To the friendly and comforting breast / Of the old 

nurse, Death,” (line 19-21)

➔ Addresses the main idea that death is comforting 

D. “Seeing and feeling and knowing” (line 17) → too based on action



30. What is the overall tone of the poem?

A. Apathetic → this means he doesn’t care 

B. Unbending → idea of refusing to change

C. Disturbing 

➔Addressing his discomfort with the fair, 

to the acceptance of death

D. Pathetic → not wimpy; also common

NOTE: While “disturbing” may not be the best tone word for the poem, it is the best 

answer option available. Remember to look at DIDLS (especially toward the end of the 

poem) and ask yourself if they’re mostly positive or negative. 


